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To sign
Is to signify
To arrive
At bearing witness
To see
The structures (that support resistance)
To uncover
The basis
To undermine
The bias
To reveal
The armatures of assertion
To alleviate
To arrive
Quoting Eileen Myles’ poem “Each Defeat”––
Please! Keep
reading me
I feel your
absence
Keep letting the
day be massive
Unlicensed
I want to read the words you circle over and over again
Each defeat
Is sweet.

Myles’ look at defeat is through the lens of longing
a compassion that constitutes
alternatives
aesthetic and political
These photographs of protest
are mounted on skeletons––
on spines
Masts
that point to waves…
(The waves of 750,000 women, men, and children)
Holding signs
Making signs
Looking for signs
De Saussure states that––
"meaning depends on its relation to other words within a system"
Opposition and equality underlies the structure of meaning
The left needs the right
The front needs the back
One sleeps
then one is woke.
To be defeated leads to victory
The march is in flux
The photograph is the record
The movement is the catalyst
The words are a mnemonic––
A pattern of letters, ideas and associations
These words, located on past signs speak to us as ancestral reminders––
Respect my existence or expect my resistance
I’m the educated Latina you’ve been warned about
He Said She Said

I am Black Girl Magic
My goal is to always come from a place of love, but sometimes you just
Have to break it down
Look past the signs
Then seek out the work “Torture of Women” by Nancy Spero to understand the
context for these photographs.
Spero situates her print with a woman, nude, washed in magenta and pink bound
and gagged in front of an image appropriated from a photograph of women
protesters in the early part of the 20th century…
The curator Robert Storr describes the work this way:
Nancy Spero’s “Torture of Women” is a seminal work in the history of
contemporary art. A model of how appropriated words and images from multiple
sources can be spliced and shaped into a forceful, coherent statement about the
sexual, social, political, and existential dilemmas and dynamics of the modern
world, Spero’s piece is at the same time among the most significant precursors of
the “intertextual” practices that are now regarded as quintessentially “postmodern.”
Torture of Women is every bit as current as it was when it was first made.
Someday the hatred and cruelty inscribed in Spero’s work may be a thing of the
past, but so long as they blight the world, and so long as women confront state
violence with the courage that Spero also commemorates, this work will be a
testament to the fact that committed art can speak truth to power—and does so
most effectively when speaking with the greatest formal, theoretical and poetic
sophistication.
These are acts of protest that speak truth to power in reverse. They signify past
histories still residing in our problematized present.
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The Signs
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Photographic installation
The project consists of a series of photographs taken during the first LA Women's march in
2017, just one day after the American presidential inauguration. Focusing on the back of
signs, the photographs show the unifying energy of the protesters while not focusing on
individual messages. It is a portrait of people’s desperation and resistance. People reclaims
their power and their stands by their physical presence, their voice, and the process of
creating signs. Through the different forms and materials used to build the signs, the
project showcases the uniqueness and resourcefulness of the individual, and the urgency
for rights and equality. Recreating the physical appearance of the signs is an attempt to
re-experience individual protester’s mindset as well as to provide a channel to
contemplate on the message “behind” slogans: The individual experiences.

10 16x24 photograph hanging from ceiling(on the hanging structure) with fishing line.
All the photograph will face the opposite side of the entrance.
There will be space between each object for people to walk around.
The description above will be placed at the entrance.
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